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ABSTRACT
To realize the benets of Aspe t Oriented Programming
(AOP), developers must refa tor a tive and lega y
bases into an AOP language.
pro ess

alled

aspe t mining.

by using a variety of
refa tor.

programmers' view of

Humans perform mining

nd by

quality that o

andi-

toring the mined

from vetted examples. Experimental evaluation of the

andidates.

Our resear h fo uses

on the pro ess of identifying the

andidates for refa -

toring. Automati ally identifying

andidates

an have

many benets, su h as helping novi e AOP program-

omparison to Fan-in, a

mers re ognize refa toring opportunities in their own

leading aspe t mining analysis, indi ates that su h a

ode [15℄ and showing advan ed programmers more sub-

ombining analyses is very

tle opportunities.

promising.

In order to illustrate the potential usefulness of our

D.2.5 [Soft-

resear h,

ware Engineering℄: Restru turing, reverse engineering,

onsider the developer in Figure 1. Here, as

the developer browses sour e

and reengineering
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Keywords: Aspe t mining, Reverse engineering,

Porting

an be viewed as two tasks, identifying

andidates for refa toring into AOP, and then refa -

om-

bination of aspe t mining analyses. The key insight is

Categories and Subje t Des riptors:

ode

urs over time [6℄.

The Problem and Illustrated Benet.

ode to AOP

the use of ma hine learning to learn when to refa tor,

framework for automati ally

Refa toring

ing, with the main goal of reversing the de ay of

ombining analyses. In this paper, we present

ost-ee tiveness of Timna in

ases where the

ode is limited (i.e., they missed

ode already written in AOP is similar to OO refa tor-

andidates whi h humans

Timna, a framework for enabling the automati

ode already writ-

grammer does not understand AOP well.

Ea h analysis

often nds only a subset of possible refa toring
dates and is unlikely to nd

ontinues to hinder AOP's

opportunities to apply AOP) and in ases where the pro-

ode to

the aspe t mining pro ess fo us on developing analyhara teristi .

hallenging problem that

ten in AOP also might be ne essary in

However, existing approa hes to automating

ses of a single program

ode into AOP style

adoption. Furthermore, refa toring

andidates, a

lues to determine whi h

ost of maintenan e.

However, re-organizing non-AOP
is a

ode

When refa toring, de-

velopers rst need to identify refa toring

readability and helps de rease the

ode, hints are provided

in the form of highlighted lines, whi h indi ate

alls

method

our framework has marked as refa toring

andi-

dates. The developer's attention is drawn to the high-

Ma-

lighted lines, and s/he has the option to use knowledge

hine learning, Program analysis

of the sour e

ode, or further explore the sour e

ode, to

form generalizations about how highlighted sour e lines

1. INTRODUCTION

ould be moved to an aspe t. We believe that the developer is likely to dedu e the impli it rule (i.e., rule used in

Aspe t Oriented Programming is an important new

the sour e

software development paradigm, allowing programmers
to modularize a
that

on ern

on ern (a high-level

omputational power to perform analyses and identify

uts a ross the dominant de omposition

of the appli ation. Due to AOP's ability to group

ode, but not ne essarily do umented) using

the hints provided in this example. This approa h uses

on ept) even if

refa toring

ode

andidates, but relies on a human's general-

ization expertise (sin e generalization of this type would

that represents a parti ular on ern, AOP in reases ode

be expensive for a

omputer [13℄, but is usually easy for

a human).
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identi ation of refa toring

We separate the

andidates into two sub-

tasks  (1) providing seeds and (2) expanding the seed
set.

Seeds are points in a program whi h, based on

vetted examples, are better represented in AOP

ode.

Starting from seeds, the pro ess of dis overing and inluding all

ode relevant to a parti ular seed is

expanding the seed set.

alled

Figure 1: Possible Appli ation - Using Aspe t Mining to Aid the User
but founded on hard eviden e in real programs. Timna

Tools exist that help users identify seeds, but these
tools suer from various drawba ks. Usually these tools

indi ates whi h analyses are important to

are not automated, and require a lexi al seed them-

and whi h are irrelevant by their in/ex lusion in the

selves [9, 10, 20℄!

rules that are generated.

Other tools, whi h are automated,

obvious seeds, be ause
tion (i.e., the

urrent tools make a

ode segment as a s attered

lassi a-

ode is either part of a s attered

The human readable rules

output by Timna provide a qui k way of

may return spurious seeds and/or miss many relevant,

of studying

on ern

lassi ation

lassifying a

on ern, as well as a way

hara teristi s of s attered

on erns. Based

or not) based on a single program analysis [17, 15, 2℄.

on our examination of the rules generated in our

Tools also exist to help expand a given seed set, using

study, we invented several new analyses whi h proved

program navigation. They are intera tive tools, whi h

useful in identifying seeds.

means that identifying refa toring

ase

In this paper, we present the design, use and evalua-

andidates in a large

program (without a seed identier) will require a large

tion of Timna, our framework for

amount of human eort. These tools provide little to no

ing analyses. Se tion 2 presents the design of Timna's

help in making aspe t mining de isions, only in navigat-

two phases, and explains how its design a hieves the

ing the

obje tive of

ode [19, 16℄. However, we expe t exploration

ombining aspe t min-

ombining mining analyses. Se tion 3 de-

tools to be very helpful at expanding a seed set, when

s ribes our appli ation of ma hine learning for learning

given a seed set by a seed identier. Exploration tools

the

assist the programmer in lo ating relevant segments by

ability to learn. Se tion 4 des ribes the set of new and

hara teristi s of

on erns, and highlights Timna's

allowing the programmer to easily navigate the program

existing analyses

from ea h identied seed.

of Timna.

ombined in the

urrent instantiation

Se tion 5 details our evaluation questions,

subje ts of study, experimental setup and methodology.

Our framework, Timna, automates the pro ess of ombining mining analyses to nd seeds in a program, with

Se tion 6 des ribes the results and analysis of our em-

high pre ision. Parti ularly, Timna's unique

piri al evaluation. Se tion 7 surveys related work. We

ontribu-

on lude and dis uss future work motivated by our re-

tions are:

•

the ability to exploit the
results from multiple

sults in Se tion 8.

ombination of mining

ode analyses to make

las-

2. TIMNA DESIGN

si ation de isions for seed identi ation,

•
•

an be viewed as the prob-

lem of

AOP style from

dates for refa toring into AOP. Code

anoni al examples,

the generation of human readable rules for
fying

•

The identi ation of seeds

the appli ation of ma hine learning to learn good

lassi-

ment, basi

an

urrent work

lassi ation, similar to exist-

ing aspe t mining analyses. Thus, the main obje tive of
the automati

ing our initial use of Timna.

lassi ation tools we build from Timna

is to take a program as input, and output a

The major advantage over existing automated tools

tion of ea h of its methods as refa toring

is that Timna is a framework in whi h new and existing

s attered

andi-

lassi ation

blo k, or method level. Our

fo uses on method level

the dis overy of several novel mining analyses dur-

and possibly

an be easily added and in luded in

the de ision as to whether a

ode segments as being good

be performed at dierent granularities, su h as state-

ode as mining seeds, and

mining analyses

lassifying

ategorized by synta ti

lassi aandidates,

properties of the

ode segment when not modularized into AOP.

ode segment is a seed of a

With the appli ation to be refa tored as input, a sin-

on ern. The key insight is the appli ation of

gle aspe t mining analysis typi ally outputs a set of

a ma hine learning algorithm so Timna is able to learn

method

whi h analyses are important in whi h situations, and

egorization.

onstru t rules that are not based on human intuition,

andidates for refa toring, possibly with a
In order to learn the rules for

ode as refa toring

2

at-

lassifying

andidates, Timna provides a frame-

Classification Table
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Class 2

Method B
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Figure 2: Training Phase
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Method T
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Class3

Method U
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Attributes
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Method V
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Figure 3: Classifying Phase
/**
* Sets the end point.
*/
publi void endPoint(int x, int y) {
willChange();
if(fPoints.size() < 2) {
fPoints.addElement(new Point(x, y));
}
else
fPoints.setElementAt(new Point(x, y), fPoints.size()-1);
}
hanged();
}

or not a

11℄.

notifyObservers method (both in Figalls update and notifyObservers are

method and the
ure 5). Method

both used as motivating examples of when to use Aspe tJ, and they are both from sour es that are a
by the AOP

As we were manually tagging the training program
in our study, we observed that we were tagging several
distin t synta ti

ategories of methods. We de ided to

label ea h  andidate with a

}

distinguished eight dierent

notifyObservers();

a

train-

all to

hanged

Often, there is a distin t

willChange

when o

JHotDraw. In other

ases,

urring in the same

alled relative to other

2. Contra t Enfor ement.

ing appli ations (possibly only one appli ation).

methods that perform poli y

The

omplian e or la k of

lassier then exe utes using the training data
andidates on appli ations

ods are often

is o-line, performed only on e to learn and establish

usually as a

lassi ation phase is per-

As dis ussed in [15℄,
he king, signaling the

omplian e with a given poli y, are

alled near the beginning of a method,
onditional.

3. Complex Getter.

formed for ea h appli ation to be mined. Figure 2 de-

Usually, an adapter method is

essentially a getter, in whi h the returned data stru ture

pi ts the training phase of a Timna aspe t mining tool.

undergoes some pro essing or transformation before returning. Adapter methods are good

2.1.1 Manual Tagging

andidates for as-

pe ts be ause they all often share very similar pro ess-

In order to perform the training phase, the training

ing (e.g., transforming a list to an iterator). This

program set is rst manually analyzed and ea h method

om-

mon pro essing should be supported in one lo ation, not

lassied, or tagged, as either being a  andidate, if

it is determined to be a good

an be

better represented as aspe ts. These enfor ing meth-

targeted for refa toring into AOP. The training phase

is

allers. Calls that

ode segments

easily transformed into aspe ts.

lassier is trained during the training

lassi ation rules, while the

aller in

ertain methods are always

phase with a set of mining analyses and a set of train-

to mine possible refa toring

ode.

is often followed by

alled from the beginning or end of
are always

We

ategories:

relationship between methods, impli it in sour e

2.1 The Off-line Training Phase

method

ategories might

lassifying methods.

1. Ordered Method Calls.
For example, method

The method

ategory as well, so that

ould later see if these synta ti

aid the Timna framework in

Figure 5: Ex erpt from Aspe tJ. om [1℄ (left)
and AOP Design Patterns [11℄ (right)
ing and lassifying.

epted

ommunity.

we

onsist of two phases:

hanged
update

For instan e, we would tag the method

(in Figure 4), be ause it is used mu h like the

publi void setX(int x){
this.x = x;

work for building tools that

Currently, we tag a

andidate only if its use is analogous to a

known, vetted example in Aspe tJ literature [1, 14, 8,

Figure 4: Method Usage Mat hes Known Refa toring Candidates
void setP1(Point p1) {
this.p1 = p1;
Display.update();
}

andidate, if it is not.

method as a

in many.

andidate for refa toring,

3

Method
ndCar
paint
rash
gasUp
ruise

4. Event Triggering/Handling without Event
Parameter. Many methods that are alled relative to
another method do so be ause one method triggers an
event, while the other method handles the event. This
relationship between methods is similar to Category 1,
but a tual method
ode be ause of

alls

an appear un-related in sour e

ommon

as a parameter. We distinguish this

The ma hine learning step derives generalities over

ategory from the

thousands of training examples (method, attributes,

ategory, by the non-existen e of

outputs rules whi h

6. Fa tories.

tation[7℄.

be

The ma hine learning step generates propositional rules
over the set of attributes. An example rule is:
If (F an−

handling methods whi h synta ti ally have events (or

8. Adding/Removing Listeners.

This distin tion

This rule

We use the In remental Redu ed Error Pruning rulelearning algorithm (RIPPER) to learn from examples.

The output of the manual tagging is a Classi ation

It is parti ularly suited for the task of generating rules

onsists of an entry for

lassi ation.

2.1.2 Mining Analyses Component

then lassi ation)

and be ause it is able to deal with

disjun t rules well.

Another advantage of RIPPER is

that it is able to e iently deal with large, noisy data
sets (up to hundreds of thousands of examples) [5℄.

The Classi ation Table is input to the mining analyonsists of an implementation of

ea h of the single analyses to be

if( onjun tion)

be ause it generates human readable rules (

omprises the training program set,

omponent, whi h

ombines the results of two analyses, Fan-in

lassify findCar from
findCar is lassied as a andidate, sin e
its value for F an− in > 4 and its value for is− V oid =
true. This rule annot lassify paint, be ause paint
does not meet the ondition F an− in > 4.

whi h is well modularized by AOP [11℄.

ses

andidate).

Table 1, then

and removing listeners are part of the Observer pattern,

and its manually determined

V oid = true),

and is-Void. If this rule is used to

Related to events

and event handling, yet synta ti ally and semanti ally

ea h method that

and (is−

(where true denotes is a

ategory.

dierent are the adding and removing of listeners. Adding

Table. The Classi ation Table

in > 4)

Classi ation=true)

then (

ategory of methods easier to nd, and dis-

tin t from, the previous event handling

ombined for aspe t mining in a single appli ation,

in an automati , yet un ompli ated way.

7. Event Triggering/Handling with Event Parameter. This ategory ontains event triggering and
a sub lass thereof ) as a parameter.

way,

and allows the strengths of multiple mining analyses to

an be slightly improved [11℄.

makes this

lassify nodes in the

Ma hine learning enables a large

training set of data to be pro essed in an automati

represen-

A study has shown that Singletons are well

modularized in Aspe tJ, and that Fa tories' implementation

an be used to

lassi ation phase.

Both are GoF de-

sign patterns with a fairly standard synta ti

las-

si ation) from the Augmented Classi ation Table, and

an expli it event parameter.
and

Class
true
false
true
false
false

2.1.3 Training through Machine Learning

the methods do not have an Event obje t (or sub- lass)

5. Singletons

Code Clone
10%
0%
0%
60%
30%

ategory in ludes both the

event triggering and the handling methods, in whi h

next event handling

is-Void
true
false
true
false
true

Table 1: Augmented Classi ation Table

oding patterns (i.e., Chain

of Responsibility [7℄). This

Fan-in
5
1
5
5
1

2.2 Code Classifying Phase

ombined. Ea h mining

analysis generates an attribute for ea h method.

Figure 3 shows the online

The

ode

lassi ation phase

output of the Mining Analyses step is an Augmented

of aspe t mining.

Classi ation Table, in whi h ea h method has an as-

pli ation to be mined is initialized with ea h method

so iated set of attributes as well as the manual

name, and input to the analyses

lassi-

yses

ation. Ea h row in the Augmented Classi ation table
(method name, attribute ve tor, and
onsidered as an

example,

be ause it

sis,

lassi ation) is

A Classi ation Table for the ap-

reates and augments the Classi ation Table with

attributes, but with no

ontains informa-

omponent. The anal-

omponent performs ea h individual mining analylassi ations as yet. The

lassi-

tion about a real program's method (attributes), and

er then takes the Augmented Classi ation Table and

that method's

the set of

lassi ation. Examples are input to the

lassi ation rules generated by the training

phase as input, and generates the Completed Classi a-

ma hine learning algorithm.

tion Table for the appli ation being mined. The

Attributes may be boolean, numeri , or per entage
values.

For instan e, the Fan-in analysis produ es a

numeri

value (i.e., the degree of the

in order. It

all graph fan-in

lassies all examples it

an with the rst

of that method). Table 1 shows an Augmented Classi-

rule, and removes

 ation Table. A

ording to the rst row, the method

with the next rule, until all examples are

named

alled in ve dierent pla es through-

there are no more rules to apply.

findCar is

has been tagged as a

lassied examples, then it repeats
lassied or

When Table 1 was used as input to the ma hine learn-

out the program, does not return a variable (is a void
method), and 10% of its method body is a lone.

lassi-

er applies rules to the Augmented Classi ation Table

findCar

ing step, it learned the rules:

1.

on ern.

if(F an−
then

4

in >= 5)

and (is-Void=true)

Classif ication = true,

2.

if(), then

In order to

3. MINING ANALYSES

Classif ication = f alse

The Timna framework is extensible su h that new

lassify Table 1 with this rule-set, we start

and existing mining analyses

with the rst rule, and the working set initialized to
all examples. The rst rule

out

lassies examples one and

three in Table 1, so we note their

are

lassi ation (in this

false), and the

lassifying phase is

others) as well as new and extended analyses that we
dis overed in our initial experien es with Timna and

lassied as

during manual tagging of our subje t training program.

omplete.

3.1 Existing Analyses

2.3 Time and Space Cost
Time. The training phase onsists of the time to per-

Fan-in.

form ea h single mining analysis and the ma hine learn-

method in a program's

kinds of analyses, the ma hine learning time is depen-

in a program's

dent on the number of examples. RIPPER, the ma hine

M

than most rule-based learners, and while formal analy-

method

lassifying time is dominated by the analyses

phase, whi h is dependent on the kinds of mining analyses applied.
The spa e requirements of the training phase

RIPPER does not require any data stru tures larger

method

lassifying phase and the training phase.

M is

M.

the fan-in of the node representing

The automati identi ation of ode lon-

ing aspe t mining analysis [17, 3℄. For aspe t mining,
ode

The Timna approa h has the following advantages:

lones are dened to be lines of sour e les that

are identi al (or extremely similar) to lines of

ode in

a dierent lo ation within the same appli ation. In the

Timna uses the results of several analyses to make

Timna aspe t mining prototype, we use CCFinder[12℄,

lassi ation. This makes it more general, and

a token-based tool, to identify

helps avoid the mistakes of any single analysis.

ode

lones. The Code-

Clone analysis returns the per entage of a method
body that is part of a

Timna learns o-line, on e, and then applies its

the method

knowledge multiple times without expending any

M. This per

lassi-

M's

lone as the attribute value for
entage is not ae ted if a

segment is part of multiple

ode

lones or is part of a group of

lones, but it is a simple measure, where ea h statement

ation.

is either part of a

lone or not, and the per entage of

the statements in a method that are

Timna generates rules by analyzing real programs,
so its rules are likely to be pra ti ally appli able.

lones is reported.

3.2 New Analyses

lassify a program with partially gen-

Unique-Class-Fan-In.

erated attributes (rules often only test a subset of

During manual tagging, we

observed that the number of unique

the overall attribute set), allowing for a more fault-

given method

tolerant, on-demand (before all analyses have om-

lasses that

an be useful in determining

had only a few in oming edges (i.e., stati
lassi-

all a

andidates.

Some andidates identied manually as good

lassi ation.

Timna is designed to provide a more pre ise

ode base. In Timna,

es has been investigated by several resear hers as a promis-

2.4 Discussion of Tradeoffs

pleted)

ross- utting fun tionality, when lo ated in

Code-Clone.

yses. The spa e required is the same during both the

an

allee

will have

The fan-in of a node

( alled from lo ations) a ross the

training program set and the number of mining anal-

Timna

n

Similarly, the node

the attribute returned from fan-in analysis for a given

size is determined by the number of methods in the

•

M.

a method, will have a high fan-in, be ause it is used

than this table. The Augmented Classi ation Table's

•

M.

ysis is that

are dominated by the Augmented Classi ation Table.

more time learning. This leads to a qui k

all-site in

edges leading into

program oers approximately 3,000 examples.

•

n representing method

n from every possible dire t aller of
n in a all graph is
the number of these in oming edges of n. Marin et.al.
showed that high fan-in values for a given node n represented by method M an mean refa toring of method
M is needed [15℄. Their intuition in reating this anal-

sis of RIPPER is not straight-forward, it has pro essed

a

With ea h node

lead to the nodes representing ea h possible

from any

500,000 examples in 61 CPU minutes [5℄. Our training

•

all graph.

all graph representing a method, the

edges dire ted from a given node

learning algorithm we used, has a faster running time

Spa e.

Marin, et al. [15℄ developed a te hnique for

identifying aspe ts based on the fan-in property of a

ing time. While the analyses phase is dependent on the

The

urrent

analyses that have been developed previously (by us and

These examples

lassied by the se ond rule (all are

an be in orporated with-

urrent implementation. Our

implementation of a Timna mining tool in ludes both

ase true) and we remove them from the working set,
leaving examples two, four, and ve.

hanging the

andidates
alls to the

method), but the in oming edges were from methods

ation of methods than a single analysis, but there are

in several dierent

lasses. The method does not have

tradeos for this improvement. Running several anal-

enough in oming edges to rea h a high fan-in value, so

yses is always more expensive than running only one

fan-in analysis would miss this

analysis. Timna also requires, during its training phase,

fa t that it is

a tagged input program set, whi h is expensive to

likely to be a

on-

andidate. However, the

alled by several dierent

lasses makes it

andidate for refa toring. The attribute

stru t. However, if good training data is provided on e,

returned from Unique-Class-Fan-In analysis for a given

Timna

method

an then perform

lassi ation many times.

5

M

is the the number of unique

lasses from

whi h method

M is

Calls-In-Clones.
ten part of

If the

alls to a method

lones, then it is likely that

alled before or after a
ti ular method

M

M

ertain segment of

M

are of-

ode or par-

the per entage of

M

alls to

Spe ial-Method.

andidate. The

Calls-In-Clones analysis for a given method

M

returns

ause it

that are identied as part

lones.

tor that

determine

lone dete -

whether

mining.

are

start()

ple analyses. Our hypothesis is that

per entage of the

sion and re all on

andidates. Thus, Method-

Call-Pairing analysis for a given method
allers of

M

M

reports the

alls to

ode segments that are

onsidered

through laborious manual tagging to be good

andidates

for refa toring.

that pair with, or are

alled from the same method as, the

ombining multi-

ombining analyses

through the Timna framework will a hieve high pre i-

alled within the same method, the opposite pairs

of methods would be good

osts of mining by our ma hine

learning approa h with automati ally

stop()

and

ase studies of aspe t

andidates dis overed by their tools, we fo us here on
the pre ision, re all, and

andidate as

For example, if both
or

Unlike other empiri al

mining te hniques, whi h des ribe in detail the kinds of

alled by the same method

hanged(),

reports

The goal of our experimental study was to evaluate

Manual tagging revealed that

as its opposite method is often a good
and

M

onsidered to be

the ost-ee tiveness of the Timna framework for aspe t

by a PDG-based tool.

willChange()

is in the set of methods

4. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY

In-Clones analysis to improve if CCFinder is repla ed

well as its opposite method.

andidates for refa toring.

spe ial.

lones, provides a robust implementation and

a method that is always

M

andi-

onsider

ode tokens to

good approximation. We expe t our results from Calls-

Method-Call-Pairing.

For instan e, most resear hers do not

Spe ial-Method analysis for a given method

ould handle the size of our training program.

However, CCFinder, whi h uses sour e

Spe ial kinds of methods, su h as

toString methods to be good

For our initial

prototype, we did not have a PDG-based

Classes
296
244

onstru tors oer some insight into a method's
da y.

lone dete tor is used, be-

an dete t intertwined

Methods
2,739
1,448

getters/setters, utility methods, toString methods, and

lone. Calls-In-Clones analysis will be more ef-

fe tive when a PDG-based

NCLOC
11,689
9,437

Table 2: Chara teristi s of Subje t Programs

is always

all. Manual tagging found that method

with this property was often a good

of any

Program
JHotDraw
PetStore

alled.

M's known

To this end, we

ompare the ee tiveness of the rules

opposite method. If a method pairs with several other

generated by Timna against rules suggested by another

methods, the analysis reports the highest per entage of

strong, but singular, aspe t mining te hnique. We ap-

pairing.

ply the

Call-Pla ement.

evaluate the relevan y of rules generated from a training

Calls at the entry or exit of a method,

espe ially if they always o

ur there, are often

dates. Consistently pla ing a method

program to other programs. We begin with the resear h

andi-

questions this evaluation is designed to answer.

all either at the

entry or exit of a method means the programmer is
probably trying to express a

4.1 Research Questions
Question 1. Does the ombination

on ern that is not modu-

larized well in OOP. Call-Pla ement analysis for a given
method

M reports the per

entage of

alls to

M that are

Presen e-of-Qualiers.

Question 2.

ase for a

Often qualiers (su h as stati ,

andidate. If a method

M's

(known through another analysis),

still unknown, but if it is also publi

M

andidate for refa toring.

analysis for a given method

Question 3.

an help

M is a getter

lassi ation is

Question 4.
Question 5.

Presen e-of-Qualiers

M reports whether M has a

M

an the rules that Timna generates

4.2 Subject Programs

an-

We

hose JHotDraw 5.4b1

1

as our training program.

JHotDraw is an open-sour e framework for building draw-

andidate, sin e this

ing programs.

Thus,

In parti ular, we used a large, sample

appli ation, built using the framework and in luded in

M reports
M has any parameters. Event-Parameter anala given method M reports whether M ontains

No-Parameter analysis for a given method
ysis for

How

dire t further resear h and provide qui k evaluation of

has an event as

usually means the method handles an event.
whether

What is the asso iated time overhead in

an individual analysis?

didates. Similarly, when a method
is likely to be a

andidates synta ti-

using the Timna framework?

While mining manually, we observed that

M

ategorizing

than tagging them with a boolean ( andidate or not)?

and stati , then

methods with no parameters are more likely to be
a parameter,

Does

ally when tagging produ e rules that perform better

parti ular qualier or not.

Parameters.

ombined mining analyses on a

training program when applied to other programs?

is most likely an instan e of a singleton, whi h is a

good

How ee tive are Timna's rules gener-

ated by learning from

publi , or interfa e), although not useful alone,

of analyses in-

rease pre ision and/or re all beyond a single analysis?

lo ated at method entry or exit points.

make a

lassifying phase to both the tagged training

program and an untagged test program, in order to

its distribution.

JHotDraw is an espe ially good

an-

didate for a training program be ause it was designed
and implemented intentionally to be an example of good

an event as a parameter.

1

6

http://www.jhotdraw.org/

obje t-oriented
and

ing individual analysis for

ode, using the latest design patterns

many

ases where

The fan-in rule is: If a method M is not a
getter/setter, not toString, not a utility fun tion (part
of a utility lass), and the fan-in > 10, then Classi ation = true. The simulation of fan-in analysis involved
analysis.

ode needs to be refa tored in an

obje t-oriented manner, but instead only
obje t-oriented solutions did not su

ases where

eed.

For our alternate (non-training) appli ation, we used
Java PetStore Demo

2

manually examining all of the

, a J2EE sample appli ation devel-

ustomers to pur hase goods via a browser.

It is a good

andidate not only be ause it is open-sour e

andidates that this rule

returned, using only this rule to identify

oped by Sun Mi rosystems. PetStore is an appli ation
that allows

omparison, we rst manually

onstru ted a rule, based on Marin's [15℄ fan-in mining

oding standards. Therefore, there should not be

We performed the

ode

andidates.

lassi ation phase with all

three sets of rules on JHotDraw (our training program)

and of a reasonable size, but also be ause other groups

and then on PetStore. We re orded the number of

performing aspe t mining have studied it, whi h allows

didates identied in ea h

us to

ompare our results. Both programs' size

hara -

an-

ategory.

teristi s are detailed in Table 2.

4.5 Threats to Validity

4.3 Variables and Measures

largest threats to the validity of our experiment. The

The size of our training set and our test set are the

The independent variables in our study are the ap-

size of the sets are: training set size = 2,739 examples,

plied mining te hniques and the tagging method. The

test set size = 4,187 examples. We believe these set sizes

mining te hnique is either Timna or an approximation

are large enough to provide feedba k on the ee tiveness

of fan-in[15℄ by Timna.

of our approa h (while small enough to be feasible for

When using Timna, we tag

the training data in two dierent ways,
Two.

alled All and

an a ademi

When tagging in the All style, we tag ea h

we

study).

Another possible threat is that

urrently only gather training examples from one

method with an aspe t ategory (dened earlier) or with

program, and only two programs (one being the train-

null (i.e., not a

ing program itself ) are used to gather testing examples.

andidate). When tagging in the Two

We

style, we tag ea h method with a boolean, true if it is a
andidate, and false if it is not.
The dependent variables are the pre ision, re all,
egorization breakdown of mined

at-

the training program. In ee t, we have made it harder

andidates, and time

pre ision for te hnique
T = (number of good andidates identied by T) / (total number of andidates identied by T). Pre ision is

for Timna to perform well, be ause it is trained on one
domain, and tested on a dierent domain. If Timna is
able to perform well under these

measured for both the training program and the test
If the number of

andidates that should be

re all for T = (number of good andidates identied by T) / (total known good andidates).

5. RESULTS

Re all is mu h harder to measure when performing aspe t mining, be ause, in order to

5.1 Effectiveness - Precision and Recall

al ulate re all, we

Table 3 presents the mined

andidates that should be

mining analysis.

all for the tagged training program only. Categoriza-

andidate set.

andidates was measured as a per entage

of the total mined andidates by

T whi

twi e as pre ise as Fan-in in both
larger

4.4 Framework and Methodology

leads to higher re all for Timna, and in this

with regard to Question 1, that is,

as to provide a framework that was easy to extend. We

in a rational manner

manually tagged the training program, JHotDraw, at

tions, and a table with
ing these two

a table with boolean
ategori al

andidate set size and pre ision for

this program, whi h we used as our non-training pro-

Training

gram. As indi ated in Table 3, Fan-in was not able to
identify any

lassi a-

andidates in PetStore, while both versions

of Timna found over 200

lassi ations. Feed-

ision in both

lassi ation tables separately into the

andidates, with very high pre-

ases. It was surprising to observe that

the pre ision was in fa t higher for the non-training pro-

ma hine learning algorithm, we generated two sets of

gram than the training program in both Timna varia-

lassi ation rules.

tions. These ndings indi ate a very promising positive

To simulate fan-in analysis, the most promising exist-

2

ombining analyses

an signi antly improve aspe t

Sin e PetStore has not been manually tagged, we foused on returned

ategories for other

Timna with JHotDraw, we generated two Augmented
Classi ation Tables:

ase, signif-

mining ee tiveness.

ategorization in Se tion

ategories were dened during tagging with

appli ations has not yet been investigated.

oupling of

at least the training program supports our hypothesis

leverage the analysis tools that E lipse provides, as well

JHotDraw. The generality of these

ases. The

andidate set size and higher pre ision naturally

i antly higher re all. Thus, the pre ision and re all for

Timna was built as an E lipse plug-in in order to

2.1.1. These

Fan-in returned, by far, the smallest

Furthermore, the pre ision of the two

variations of Timna was also better than Fan-in, almost

h were in a given

ategory des ribed in Se tion 2.

the method level, using the

andidate set sizes, pre i-

sion and re all for Fan-in and two variations of Timna

identied in the test program. Thus, we measured retion of mined

onditions, it is likely

that Timna's prin iples are sound.

identied is known,

must know the number of

hose the

testing program be ause it is drasti ally dierent from

osts. We measure pre ision as

program.

hose the training program be ause of its spe i

qualities (see Se tion 4.2), and we spe i ally

answer to Question 2, suggesting that the rules generated by Timna with the training program are quite

http://java.sun. om/blueprints/ ode/
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Program

Te hnique

JhotDraw

Tagged
Fan-in
Timna:All
Timna:Two
Fan-in
Timna:All
Timna:Two

PetStore

Total
Ret'd
966
38
327
940
0
258
464

Pre ision

Re all


36.84%
67.28%
62.02%
0%
93.80%
81.03%


1.45%
22.77%
60.35%

1
351
2.0%
42.7%
59.1%

2
129
1.6%
4.7%
1.6%

3
27
11.1%
0%
0%

Category Re all
4
5
107
7
0% 14.3%
14.1%
0%
73.8% 85.7%

6
31
0%
0%
0%

7
248
0%
16.5%
93.5%

8
66
1.5%
12.1%
86.4%

Table 3: Pre ision and Re all
Program
JHotDraw
PetStore

Te hnique
Timna:All
Timna:Two
Timna:All
Timna:Two

Analyze
5m28s
5m28s
2m04s
2m04s

Time Costs
Learn Classify
6.24s
0.45s
1.88s
0.65s

0.32s

0.47s

Table 4: Timna Time Cost Measurements
the most frequently o

urring mined andidate and that

both Timna variations perform relatively well at identifying

andidates in this

perform well at dete ting

ategory.

Timna does not

andidates in

ategories two,

three, four, and six. Our data shows that Fan-in performs poorly in most ategories,
only 14

onsidering that it nds

andidates in total for JHotDraw and no

andi-

dates in PetStore.

5.3 Time Costs for Timna
As shown in Table 4, analyzing the programs is the
most expensive task when running Timna.

Figure 6: Category Distribution of Mined Candidates

these analyses

Most of

an be performed in rementally, and a

produ tion implementation of Timna would perform these
analyses during idle pro essor time. With our prototype
implementation and 18 analyses, the reported times are

relevant and useful a ross programs, not just on the

not unreasonable for the size of our subje t programs.

training program.

The learning and lassi ation times are both small. We

The

did not measure spa e

omparison of the results for pre ision and re all

osts, as we do not believe our

using Timna:All versus Timna:Two shows that Timna:All

prototype

ould provide a fair assessment of these

provides at least 5% higher pre ision than Timna:Two

We presented a theoreti al analysis of

for both the training program and the non-training pro-

2.3.

osts.

osts in Se tion

gram. However, Timna:All returned a smaller andidate
set than Timna:Two for both programs, and provided

5.4 Analysis of the Generated Rules

mu h lower re all for the training program. Thus, our
experiments do not yet provide a

We examined the rules generated by Timna to get a

lear answer to Ques-

better understanding of the relationship between ea h

tion 3. More results on re all are needed to understand

mining analysis and a method's

the dis repan y between the higher pre ision with lower
sized sets, against the lower re all.

analyses to in lude, also assisted us in understanding
whi h analyses

5.2 Mining Distribution over Categories

observations, targeted at answering Question 5.

andidates des ribed earlier, for our train-

ing program, JHotDraw. The table shows that Timna:Two
has the highest re all for ve of the eight

5.4.1 Categorical Rules

ategories, and

that Timna:Two is able to a hieve over 85% re all for
three

By separating all aspe ts into synta ti

ategories.
ategories that were manually tagged and

dates that were identied in dierent

spe i

The graph

to the identi ation of the dierent

ategories.

andi-

We believe that these rules should have high pre ision

ategories by ea h

a ross domains, be ause they are spe i ally tuned to

mining analysis on the JHotDraw and PetStore programs.

ategories, the

sequential learning algorithm was able to generate rules

Figure 6 graphi ally depi ts the distribution among
the

omplemented or subsumed other anal-

yses. Here, we present a brief overview of some of our

Table 3 indi ates the re all within ea h of the eight
ategories of

lassi ation. Interme-

diate sets of rules, generated as we were de iding whi h

learly shows that

dis over a synta ti

ategory 1 is

al rules here:

8

ategory. We present the

ategori-

(N o−P arameters = n) and (N um−Of−Classes−Called−
F rom >= 2) and (P ercent−Calls−At−Beginning−Or−
End >= 100) and (Is−Setter = n) ⇒ Classif ication = 8
(Is − V oid = y) and (Is − Constructor = n) and (Is −
Setter = n) and (P ercent − Calls − At − Beginning −
Or − End >= 50) and (Is− P ublic = y) and (Highest −
P airing >= 50) and (N um − Of − Classes − Called −
F rom >= 2)
⇒ Classif ication = 4
(Is − V oid = y) and (Event − P arameter = y) and
(Highest−P airing <= 0)
⇒ Classif ication = 7
(Is − V oid = y) and (N o − P arameters = y) and (Is −
Constructor = n) and (F an−In >= 3)
⇒ Classi ation=1
(Is − V oid = y) and (N o − P arameters = y) and (Is −
Constructor = n) and (P ercent−Of −Method−Body −
T hat−Is−Clone <= 0)
⇒ Classif ication = 1
⇒ Classif ication = −1

the AOP paradigm. Clones made of
method that

Our results show that Timna performs mu h better
ysis, a

program. Tagging the training data with

but less re all. This in reased ee tiveness

atego-

rized training data and the boolean training data help
the resear her understand whi h
method to be a

hara teristi s

ause a

andidate.

6. RELATED WORK
In early aspe t mining work, two types of tools were
developed - lexi al tools and exploratory tools.
help the user nd

Both

andidates, but insist that the user

make the nal de ision over

Intuitively, adding and removing listeners

lassi ation, and so we

all

them non- lassifying tools.

( ategory 8) often have these traits. However, if we had
used intuition to generate these rules, we might have
be a Getter.

omes with

very little time overhead. The rules of both the

alls at the beginning or end of

onditions, su h as the method

ategories gen-

erates rules that perform with slightly higher pre ision,

alled from several pla es, not be a set-

in luded other

ording to pre ision, for both the training pro-

gram and the test program, and in re all for the training

that it is important for this kind of aspe t to have pa-

a method.

reate a

than Fan-in, a leading (individual) aspe t mining anal-

The most interesting trait about these rules is the

ter, and have all of its

an

5.5 Summary of Results

grouping of dierent analyses. In the rst rule, we see
rameters, be

alls

lones, but does not need refa toring.

6.1 Non-Classifying Tools

annot

Lexi al sear h-based tools, su h as AMT [10℄ and the

We would also have di ulty produ ing
be ause of

Aspe t Browser [9℄, were designed to leverage the power

the volume of data. Finally, these rules are ordered to

of a lexi al sear h. They are parti ularly good at visual-

maximize performan e. The ordering of rules gives us

izing the s attering of

the

onstants (i.e.,

AnalysisResult < 50),

ertain types of

on erns, as they

an display the results of their string sear hes as high-

insight into ea h rule's importan e.

lighted lines on a sour e- ode model.

5.4.2 Boolean Rules

gles that represent sour e les.

Boolean rules, as we expe ted, are more general than
the rules generated by the

ategorized input.

all, and perhaps give us insight into

While

ate a s attered

on ern. AMT also in ludes sear hing

by type, where type-based sear hing

onstru ts that we

rease

should eliminate from the language. Below we present

onden e in

an be used to in-

on lusions drawn from a lexi al

sear h [20℄.

the boolean rules:

Exploratory tools are less automati than lexi al sear h
tools. They allow the user, starting with a seed, to nav-

(Is − V oid = y) and (Is − Constructor = n) and (Is −
Setter = n) and (F an − In <= 0) and (P ercent − Of −
Method−Body −T hat−Is−Clone <= 22) and (Event−
P arameter = y)
⇒ Classif ication = 1
(Is − V oid = y) and (Is − Constructor = n) and (Is −
Setter = n) and (Is − P ublic = y) and (P ercent − Of −
Method−Body −T hat−Is−Clone <= 14)
⇒ Classif ication = 1
⇒ Classif ication = −1

igate a program via stru tural queries.

method's body that is a

lone be low, in order to

the method as a s attered

user navigate the program, but the user has to make his
own

loned

ration path

text (where the other

an be ome quite long.

Exploration tools

onjun tion with a seed

identier, like Timna, be ause seed identiers provide a
starting set of seeds. A robust starting set

an help the

user avoid long exploration paths. Most relevant

lassify

ode

should be only a step or two from any given node in a
robust starting set.

ode, then it was

ode, we see that in this

ode. Sin e programs often

all graphs, sometimes a stru tural explo-

are most useful when used in

more likely to be a part of a s attered on ern. However,
by learning from a tual

on lusions about the

have large

on ern. Our initial intuition

was that if a method in luded

These naviga-

tion tools, like JQuery [19℄ and FEAT [16℄, help the

The above rules both require that the per ent of a

6.2 Single Classifying Analyses

on-

onditions of the rules hold), more

Resear hers have investigated several individual min-

ode a tually represents a de line in the likeli-

ing analyses. These analyses are largely fo used on the

hood of being a s attered
a

If a parti ular sear h

highlights lines in many dierent pla es, it may indi-

slightly less pre ise, they provide signi antly higher re-

loned

Every line that

ontains the string in question is highlighted on re tan-

on ern. This demonstrates

identi ation of seeds. Of

ase where an individual analysis's results would pro-

du e an in orre t
are part of a

lassi ation when taken alone, but

orre t de ision when

ers. We suspe t that many
of method

ode

possible seeds), the less work that the miner must do

ombined with othlones are

ourse, the higher the re all

of an analysis (the more seeds it nds out of the total
using exploratory tools.

omprised

Two groups have investigated the use of

alls to methods that need refa toring into

ode lone de-

te tion tools for the dis overy of seeds. Shepherd et al.

9

[17℄ used PDG-based

[2℄ S. Breu and J. Krinke. Aspe t mining using event

lone dete tion to dis over seeds

tra es. In

with very high pre ision. Magiel and van Deursen [15℄
ompared token-based and AST-based

lone dete tion

Auto. Soft. Eng. Conf., 2004.

[3℄ M. Bruntink, A. van Deursen, R. van Engelen,

te hniques for seed dis overy, nding no lear winner be-

and T. Tourwe. An evaluation of

tween these methods, but

te hniques for identifying

onrming that

fun tionality is often implemented using

ross- utting

ode

lones [3℄.

In

Silvia et al. [2℄ performed several experiments to use pro-

omparison of three aspe t mining te hniques. In

tegrate it into our framework soon. Tonella et al. [18℄

Int. Conf. on Ma hine Learning, 1995.
Refa toring: improving the design of
existing ode. Addison-Wesley Longman

on ept analysis to analyze program tra es.

[6℄ M. Fowler.

all graph fan-in

analysis by Marius et al. [15℄ introdu es a strong anal-

Publishing, 1999.

ysis. Their automated tool produ es reasonably pre ise

[7℄ E. Gamma, R. Helm, R. Johnson, and J. Vlissides.

results, whi h they then rened with manual ltering.
They provide a thorough dis ussion of the

Design Patterns.

andidates

Mastering Aspe tJ.

[9℄ W. G. Griswold, Y. Kato, and J. J. Yuan. Aspe t

omparison of

browser: Tool support for managing dispersed

dierent mining te hniques. In this work, they suggest
dierent methods for

John Wiley & Sons, In ., New

York, NY, USA, 2003.

6.3 Comparison of Analyses

aspe ts. In Workshop on Multi-Dimensional
Separation of Con erns, 2000.

ombining te hniques, after using

three dierent mining te hniques on the same program.

[10℄ J. Hannemann and G. Ki zales. Over oming the

Their ndings support our use of ma hine learning to
dis over whi h analyses are important when
dierent types of

Addison-Wesley, 1995.

[8℄ J. D. Grade ki, N. Lesie ki, and J. Grade ki.

that they found.

Resear hers have also done work on the

2005.

[5℄ W. W. Cohen. Fast ee tive rule indu tion. In

They examined the generated on ept latti e and used it
lassi ation. The

ato, M. Marin, K. Mens, L. Moonen,

Int. Wkshp. on Program Comprehension,

This te hnique appears very promising; we hope to in-

to assist in making a

on erns.

2004.

P. Tonella, and T. Tourwe. A qualitative

patterns in a tra e, identifying these methods as seeds.

used formal

Int. Conf. on Soft. Maintenen e,

[4℄ M. Ce

gram tra es to identify seeds. They sear h for spe i

lone dete tion

ross- utting

prevalent de omposition of lega y

lassifying

ode. In

on Advan es Separation of Con erns,

andidates [4℄.

Wkshp

2001.

[11℄ J. Hannemann and G. Ki zales. Design pattern

implementation in java and aspe tj. In Obje t
Oriented Programming, Systems, Languages and
Appli ations, 2002.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Our study suggests that, by

ombining analyses, we

an identify seeds with in reased pre ision and re all

[12℄ T. Kamiya, S. Kusumoto, and K. Inoue. C nder:

over a single analysis used in isolation. Timna generates

a multilinguisti

rules by analyzing real programs, so its rules are likely

These

and automating the extra t method

were generated from a training program, then applied
[14℄

Be ause the re all of this

method was mu h higher than from a single analysis,

Publi ations Co., Greenwi h, CT, USA, 2003.

less exploratory work will need to be performed to nd
all of the

[15℄ M. Marin, A. van Deursen, and L. Moonen.

on ern.

Identifying aspe ts using fan-in analysis. In

In the future, we plan to rene the tagging of train-

Working Conf. on Reverse Eng.,

ing programs, and to provide other training programs.

2004.

[16℄ M. P. Robillard and G. C. Murphy. Con ern

These are important to have in order to evaluate any as-

graphs. In

pe t mining analysis, and to further evaluate the Timna
framework. We intend to

alls

Software Eng. Properties of Lang.
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